
MAY | ENERGY FORECAST 
Allow yourself to receive —  
May will be a month where you’ll be invited to slow down and smell the roses. It’s a time for 
gentle rest, subtle and slow moments infused with beauty. Find beauty in stillness.


This month, try to not overdo yourself. Allow yourself to receive. Instead of always giving & 
activating a new stage in your life, take it slow, take it gentle. The energies are quite heavy this 
month so you don’t want to push. You want to surrender & let the Universe do what it has to do 
on your behalf.


We will be journeying through the sign of Taurus but mostly we are into the first eclipse season 
of the year. Eclipses can be quite dense in energies & this season is all about healing soul 
contracts, activating ancient parts of our souls & opening new doors. Remember that if one door 
opens, another one closes. Tend to your nervous system this month with some gentle slow 
movement such as restorative yoga, long walks in nature, gardening. Try to surrender to the 
cosmic waves and let yourself flow without over-questioning and doing. On May 10th, we will 
navigate through the second Mercury in Retrograde of the year. A moment where you are asked 



to re-connect, re-flect, re-think, re-consider old 
patterns of your life in order to flow more 
attuned to your soul desires. Contemplate your 
journey and let the answers find you.


RECHARGE


Taurus is an archetype ruled by the beauty and 
arty planet of Venus. Take loads of time this 
month to stay close to everything that makes 
your heart beat. You do not only recharge your 
being by resting but also by connecting to all the 
elements that make you feel good & safe. So 
indulge in beauty & cover your being with 
finesse. 


NEWNESS  

Trust that in stillness magic still happens. Trust 
yourself enough to know that new opportunities 
will find your way without the need for you to 
hustle. Eclipses season is a moment where 
things are moving on a deepest layer of the soul. 
Those movements will echo in your life for the 
rest of the year through small (or big) hints of 
newness. Try not to resist change. Surrender to 
the beauty of mystery.


   A PRACTICE FOR THE MONTH AHEAD 

You must nourish in order to flourish. 

Tend to your wellbeing as if you would tend to your garden. Water your being daily with love and 
compassion. Take a lot of quality time with yourself. Spend some time outside, buy yourself 
some flowers, indulge in that piece of jewelry that you’ve always dreamt of and be with yourself 
in a space of stillness.


Your practice for the month ahead ? Take care of yourself & don’t overdo.


TALISMANS & COLORS TO SUPPORT YOUR EXPANSION 

Because energies are working on a very deep soul level this month, make sure to surround 
yourself with beauty and soulful objects.




Stay close to gentle colors. Bring some pastel 
pink to your heart. Nurture your inner divinity with 
pearls & shells. It’s about surrounding your being 
with all the gentleness nature has to offer.


Support your divinity, your inner beauty & the 
wonders of your life by surrounding yourself with 
the mother of beauty : pearls. 


Stay close to gentle colors. Pastels, soft blue, 
tender orange, delicate rose. These colors will 
nurture your heart & expand your energy field in 
the most creative & feminine way.


AN AFFIRMATION FOR APRIL 

« This month I let go my need to know every 
step ahead. I spent my time focusing on my 
energy. I trust that by doing less, I’ll receive 
more. » 

Channeled & written by Sophie Jongejan from The Place 
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